Hello SUN participating neighbourhood!

You receive this newsletter because your hood is registered with SUN (Sims United Neighbourhoods - http://www.hinsides.no/simmerville/70000.html) and you are the registered contact. To unsubscribe simply have your hood removed from the SUN's members list.


1. ¤ A note from the SUN core ¤

You're in for a treat in this newsletter - especially if your hood has signed the Bon Voyage deal! Look below for details.

Also, SUN Core members are asked to attend SUN meetings so the core can function properly. If you have forgotten your password, please notify me.

Ayanna, Apple Valley


2. ¤ SUN no longer supporting TS1 hoods ¤

All TS1 hoods have now been taken off the SUN registry, and in the future SUN is a TS2 service only. The remaining TS1 hoods were very few, and had not updated in a very long time, so they will hopefully not be too offended by this.

The webform for updating your hood's stats (census) was updated, and with only TS2 information it's now easier for the majority to use.
Also note that the web form can also be used if you want to remove your hood from the list.


3. ¤ New service from WayToGo Travels - be the first to get a peek ¤

Many SUN participating hoods have already registered their new Bon Voyage deal. You might also know that a new travels agency, WayToGo Travels, recently opened with a new web section on Simmerville web.

WTG Travels now introduces a brand new service which should be interesting to many Sims who are planning a vacation! You can request a fully planned program for your vacation, by filling in a few facts.

Because you are a SUN hood you are provided access to the not yet released service! Other Sims will not get access to the service until October 21.
Note that the service uses scripted pop-ups for the questions, by default some newer IE versions do not allow this but it can be easily turned off/on in your security settings.

http://www.hinsides.no/simmerville/services/wtg/planner/index.html




Remember to keep your SUN page updated. If it's more than 3 months since it was updated it's time to submit an update :-)
Also stop by at the SUN message boards - where Sims meet Sims. You can discuss any everyday matter, get new friends and dating, discuss careers, superstars, and there is also a board for the kids! All the boards can easily be accessed from any page at Simmerville web, and you will find the detailed introduction right here: 
http://www.hinsides.no/simmerville/01sun/member/boardsintro.html

On behalf of the SUN,
Garmund Brybrey (SUN web) 


